### Basic Retrieving and Tolling Test

**Judge’s Sheet**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dog Number:</th>
<th>Call Name:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Land Test:** Two single marked retrieves, light cover, 30 yards or less, at least 90 degrees between falls

- Land 1: ___ Pass ___ Marginal ___ Fail
- Land 2: ___ Pass ___ Marginal ___ Fail

**Tolling Test:** 6 retrieves, 10-20 feet in length, parallel to the shore

- Tolling: ___ Pass ___ Marginal ___ Fail

**Water Test:** Two single marked retrieves, open cover, swimming water, 25 yards or less, at least 90 degrees between falls, marks set up to discourage bank running

- Water 1: ___ Pass ___ Marginal ___ Fail
- Water 2: ___ Pass ___ Marginal ___ Fail

**Overall Qualification:** ___ Pass ___ Fail